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F O R E W O R D  
by CHIUSTLAN B m m  
T HE following may, by a noted specialist, throws welcome light upon a question that has long puzzled the non-Soviet public- 
what is the file played by art in a proletarian sodd order? The 
answer given by Mr. Beskin in the ensuing pages is both concise and 
mmpr$lmsive. Yet the subject is one which would seem to call for 
a certain measure of generalized orientation. Tbe organic inter- 
relarionship h e e n  art and life that today obtains in the Soviet Union 
was not won without struggle. The movemenr in the direction of 
what has come to be known as W i s t  Humanism was first fraught with 
sharp vicissitude and overcast by sinister sbadow. Let us, in ixlw 
ducing Mr. Beskin, pass in review a few of the steps leading toward 
the fundamental readjustment of life standards reflected in the bang- 
ing pageant of Soviet art. Inwhbly, the face of Soviet arc was at the 
outset distorted by all manner of pre-Oceober individualisr exaggeration 
and posnuing deadace. Next it became the mitror of exmml reality 
--stark, unrelievtd, aesehetially barren. Today it expresses with calm 
assurance a broader humanity. It is transfused by elements at times 
heroic, romantiq and wen lyriat 
The three definitely marked periods in the cvolurion of Soviet art 
may be summarized as follows: 1. RevoIution, 2. Recovery, 3. Rdiza-  
tion. The first phase, which also includes the era of War Communism, 
extends from 1917 to 1921. The second coincides with the NEP, w 
New Economic Policy hrerIud-1921-1828. 'Che &id and present 
stage begins in 1928 with the initiation of h e  first Five-Year Plan. 
This is the bare topical outline. Beneath thc surface &ere is the surge 
of mighty, and at times m&g mssmurents: social, economk 
aesthetic Thee currents, often uoubled and unruly, have gradually 
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become canalized, given direction. In the matter of artistic expres 
sion the drift sweeps irresistibly away from formalism and f d y  
toward realism. Yet Sovier d i m l i s t  r&m-is not arid 
and doctrinaire. It is a vividly diversZcd realism. It is not a copy, 
but a courageous re-creation in terms of plastic imagery of the h i c  
content of Soviet life and aspiration. 
The i n i d  forward step in the enunciation of a debite Soviet art 
policy was taken with charactKistic suw and conviction by fRnin 
himself. As is well known, he stood resolutely against any abrupt, 
a r b h r y  break with c u l d  ttadition. He was also stolidly opposed 
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i art a d  lift d y  ~ o n s *  is s p d d I y  set  forth in Mr. BaLin's ppn. Fwdmmore, Osi Bakin's d g  as former &aror 
OfthtFraeArts mt of $ e People's Commissariat for Ed-- 
him in a pit ion to mvet the field with 
Mr, Beakin's analysis of the underlying social content of art iav# 
d i n g  in doubt. Quite franldy he states that "the mdhd factor 
d e m d h g  the quality of the an of any given period is dways its 
integration with the pxogressioe ideas of the ep&, or converdy, its 
isolation from &am, its cloistered sedusion" Sponmmus1.g there 
come tomind& figutesnotunmovd b y t b e d a 1  ferment of 
heir d a e a  depicting with d p d c  frrria the disasters of w e  
Daumier astigating with bitter* ironic p w e r  Third Fmpire v d t y  
and corruptioi+burly Cob toppling the Col-e Vmd6meVan 
Gogh fernearly preaching to Flemish miners or h c e  stragglers in 
h e  mist and rain of a Loadon street comer, Bach qkomizes after 
bis own parddar Mion  some sporadiq unrelated stirring of the 
d mmciou~aess, d e e p d  in purpose but po&g no plan. 
What we witness in the Soviet Union is a vast, spe&calIy a- 
o r k d  pxagram to betm the lot of humaaiy h& the m i n i s a p -  
uon of art, to promote universal anistk d i y  stnd appreciation. 
How cam lete is its mae organizatid opetauon Mr. Beskin con- 
clusively ‘! emonstrates. Life in the Soviet Union is today undhbble 
without m a s  participation in art. W e  see its appd addressed to all 
ages, We nore its myriad x & t b s  ia every phase of conxious 
dm and in the remotest comas of sr country embracing one hundred 
and eighy-two distinct racial groups. So much for the general situa- 
tion. From the standpoint of the individual producing artist he  major 
accomplishment of Soviet art aaivity w d d  seem ro be the mahment 
of rnmrid serrity and its logid corollarp, f~ecdom for m e h e  eMt, 
What ate the outstanding characteristia of contempotary Soviet 
arr? In what manner and to what degree does it dii3er from Soviet 
art in its d y ,  arduous stages? As previously noted, mamiaIist 
modemism and bare, elementary realism have gone by the bard 
Neither mdd answer the rids of W t  H d m .  On all sides 
OPC e~munws less xigidiy, more f l d i y  of mp and o u d d .  
P w p f u l  the later manifestations of Soviet m a s s d y  am, but 
nor so in any narrow, pedantic sense. A fresh fotm-creating process 
is animating all phases of endeavor. And everywhere does this 
process keep step with the rapidly expanding nmv social-economic 
system of which at itsel£ is but the happy fruition 
To be specific, a r c h i m  in the Soviet Union is becoming less 
severely functional and more legitimately ornamental; sculpture I s s  
austerely monumentaI, more truly plastic. And painting reacts un- 
trammeled to reality and even seeks to refashion to its own varied pur- 
p s ~  that which is merely real or actual. hgultiformiq of "pressions 
not unifozmiry-the beckoning multiformity of a fuller, ampler life 
is the message of rhis an. The hope of EngeIs that art be "rich in 
c o m t  and beautiful in form with a Shakespearian picturesquenas 
and wealth of action" seems not to ha& b vain. 
IVING conditions and opporhmities for a r t h  in the Swiet I - L Union d a y  reflect the great changes which have taken place 
I in the whole country. The new socialist sysrem has x d t e d  in 
the traasfodm not d y  of the economic stam of srtistic enter- 
prise but dso of the pow atcimdc rowad art imIf. The cenrral 
idea around which Soviet an is being dweIoped was summed up bp 
Ltnin iu these words: 
"Are k g s  to tbe psoptc. It must have its dtcpest roots in the b rad  
marses of workus. It must be u n d d  and loved bg tbcm. It musr 
be rooted in mild gmw with their fdings, thou@Q and dwires. It rrmse 
muse and dm+ the at& h thun." 
rn 
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?he c a r d i d  factor determining the q d t y  of tht art of any given 
gerit>d is dways irs integratiw with the iife md progressive ideas of 
tbe epoch, or converselg its isohtion from thcm, its d o i s t e d  sedu- 
don. The ancient Gr& and ROW introduced artistic creation 
into the very heart of ah& social Me, and Renaissance art, WM was 
with full-blooded opdmism, was a h  dose w life. The 
the richest dowering of Dutch art, w h a  aaompanied the 
economic rise following the Netherlands' rmlucion, is s t i l l  another 
m p l e  of art which is both a p m  of and a decrion of the life of 
the times. 
Perha s the penmarion of art into the day-to-day life of the p p l e  
is best f emonstrated by the participation of the ardsr himself in the 
&airs of his time W e  may cite as emtmples L e o d o  da Vimi, 
U t e c t ,  engineer, organizer of festivaIs, encydopdc in his howl- 
edge and k e s t ;  and Gudm, State Director of D~~rat ivc  Am. 
If, on the one hand, there is such p"dup"i" by &e the x d t  
is vitaliry and gxowtb of art, but if, w the other hand, he withdraws 
into himself, the mult is pdos jy  and M y  M e n c e .  . 
It is natural &at in a country such as the USSR, whi& is hasing its 
I 
existence on social  on and integration, conditions must be 
created which will not d y  bring tbe artist dose to he mt h u -  
lating and advanced ideas but will also 4 I e  his creative capacities 
. to develop most f r d y  and fruitfully so that he may camibutc to the 
m u m y ' s  progm. k &is be &ed cithm by pawwage or by 
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sepacate measures of a philanthropic nature? Certainly it cannot, 
because they are inwirabIy depmdeat on purely personal a t e  and 
therefore tend to be capricious and not necessarily based on established 
critid vdua. Instead, a very flexibIe and broad system of social and 
governmenial measures is required. Since such a systun wiU exist 
for the satisfaction of the aesthetic needs of the people, it must be 
qmnsive to the popular uiticism of the entire country. The living 
voice of the p p l e  can alone judge and evaluate the worth of a d t i c  
pxoductions. 
The following is a description of the organization of art work in 
the Sovier Union and is in no smse to be taken as a declaration that 
all is en&+ slltisfactory in the realm of Soviet art. Tbis is far from 
the case. We are a young counrry, only eighteen years old; and noth- 
ing in our id&, our philosophy, or our "p"ience permits self- 
con&. We criticize sepexeIy much in our art k a u s e  it has not yet 
reached our smidards or ow ho s. So far, we are convinced only r of the souodness of our line o ddopment. We ins& on high 
qualitative mndards, and we believe thac in the very mend of o w  art 
is an implicit guarantee of dynamic growth, freedom, optimism, and 
'a GUI only be absorbed by our arcists d i r d y  
mw from the new "p an apding life. This fife must ti a part of their 
experience if they arc to produce dmive  work 
TUDE UNIONS OF ART WORKERS 
The arrisr like myme else must eat, must have a roof over his head, 
a suitable place in which to wok, and o p p d t i e s  for relaxation. 
Furthermore, the artkt must be sure that when he is iii or inca citated 
he will have the necessary f m n d  mcam for proper care an 8" medial 
treatment will be forthcoming. U e  other workm, artists can best 
h d  theit material semky through an o r ~ t i o o  which is concerned 
with their common needs-the d a l  and materid conditions of their 
b. Therefore, Soviet artists are organized into a special d o n  
of the Trade Union of Art: Workers hown by the abbreviated m e  
-IS), which unites workers in the h eld of the pictorial, the plastic, 
the theatrical, nhe musical, and other arts. This union, like all other 
anions in the USSR, has a dual function: &st, caring for the material 
wd-being of its members; and, second, offeting educational and 
cultural oppodties to them. 
In tbe materid field WIS forms the following functions: (a) 
d l i s h e s  forms of payment P" or &tic work md sees that they are 
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those professional and material ma- which are us 
with industrial unions. 
cemed with certain aspects of the quality of &tic work. 
mdcation b u s .  
CREATIVE UNIONS 
at the end of the hrst Fiveyear Plan, w h a  the a e o n  of pm 
lerarh mists (RAPH), of proletarian writers (UP), of prole#h 
d c h s  (RAPM), were abolished h u s e  the t a d i d  h g t  in the 
social attitude of the Sovier intelligentsia had necessitated a change in 
the framework of rhe unions, The new type of union embodies a 
mre vaLd functional relationship between the arts and the d 
and. economic needs of the people. Because of its important historical 
b r i n g  on the growth of art in the Soviet Union, the resolution of the 
Central W t c e e  of the (hummist P a q  (April 23, 1932) is 
quoted 
"The Central Commit= declares that in the lrrst few years Soviet 
literature md arc have achieved great progress, bolh qumtitarivdy md 
qudcativeIy, on the basis of the mommous su-ses of sodaIist con- 
stmcciosl. 
"A few years ago, when rht influence upon literature of ahen dements, 
espedslly active in the first pears af &t NEP,z was still appreciable, and 
the proleratian l i terq  forces still wealc, the parry aided in every possibIe 
way in the creating and fostering of special prolerarirrn organizations in 
h e  sphere of art with tbe aim of mmgthening tbe position of pmlecarian 
writers and mists. 
"At the present rime, now that the form of proletarian literature and 
art have had time to grow up and new writers and artists are d g  
forwatd from the shops and faaoties and collective farms, chc framework 
of the e d h g  protecarian literary and art o r ~ o n s  (RAPH, RAW, 
~ P M ,  and Mhers) has W d y  become. narrow and hampers rhe growth 
of &ve art. This situation precipitate tbc danger of having the m- 
isting organhations degenmre from instmments of the greatest m o b i h -  
tion of Soviet writers and artists gfound the problems of socialist commc- 
tioa into inmments that will give rise to cliques i&d from the politi- 
cal problem of the day as well as from other groups of writers and artists 
who are interested in s o d a h  amnmicw. 
"Hence, the necessicp for a corresponding remamuaim of liruary 
and artistic organizations and a broadwing of the base af their work, 
"On this basis, h e  CenrraI Committee of the Communist Pllrty res01ved: 
1. To liquidate tbe Association of Proletarian Wricers (RAPF). 
2. To unite all writers supporting the platform of the Soviet Govern- 
ment and desiring to partidpate in sodalist mastcurtion, into a singIe 
Mion of Soviet wrirers, containing a communist fracrioa 
- 
1. h s i a n  m pblishd in "Sawe#s,&oe Is&rrstvo 15 h!." (Sovia k c  fm P i i  Years) 
Ogikhogi~ .  Moscow a d  Leningrad, 1933, page 644. 
2. NCW C Pofiq, 192 1-1928. 
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3. To make s i d a r  chanp in other fields of art. 
4. To commission h e  ORGBUMAU to work out p m i d  m m  for 
mrying this decision inro effect." 
This decree not d y  brought to an end the struggle in the fidd of 
q but also was a prdamation of confidence in the artistic iatdli- 
gentsia at the beginning of tbe second Five-Year Plan. 
In these c u ~ t a n c e s  the Creative Union of Artists, which mists 
alone administer, came into existence. The union serves as a labora- 
tory of aeative discussion, a social ca ter  where different aeative 
methods and different aesthetic views art debated. In order to stimu- 
late a critical approach, rhe union organizes exhibitions. It also keeps 
informed on the many questions which touch the creative life of the 
artist. Ar the pmmt time the union is actively engaged in prepara- 
tions for an All-Union Congress of Attists. 
A few of the problems h e d  by hundreds of artists in the cok 
ferences held by the union wiI1 make the f u n c h s  of the organization 
clearer. Same of these are: 1. Naturalism versus Realism; 2. Formal- 
ism in painting; 3. The prob1ems of a synthesis of the arts (painting, 
sculpture, architecture) ; 4. The problem of landsape painting, and 
similar marrers. Such discussions are frequently accompanied by lec- 
tures on the history of the questions hvoIved. 
Xn Momw the union publish6 its own journal, Art a substantial, 
theoretial, bi-monthly magazine, richly illustrated) ; an d Crwius Art 
(a  popular magazine). In the near future a special art periodical will 
also be issued in Lmhgxad 
The union likewise takes an active and energetic part in all decisions 
and measures baring on art in the USSR, whether of a social or gcw- 
emmental nature, and it has an authoritative voice in all such matters. 
CONSUMERS OF ART IN THE USSR 
The tremendously important place occupied by aft in the life of the 
Soviet people h o m e s  espxkt1y clear when it is realized that the 
objects of art are acquired by factories, mills, dubs, restaurants (either 
in the plants or districts), trade unions in all fields, state h t i t u t i q  
city institutions, district and regional Soviers, dwal aad edwtiMlaI 
organizations of the Red Army, sanatoria, hospitals, public bath, and 
sailroads. The following are a few illustrations. The Kuznersk 
region, the tn mt coal and metallurgical base in Siberia, set aside 
2,000,000 rub P" es in its budget for artistic purposes and gave orders 
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for painting and sdpture covering the m a  varied range from 
landscape to revoIutionary subjecr. These pictures adorn many public 
aces in the d k r k .  In the Donee Basin the same sort of thing has 
i t en  done, and on the same scale. Similarly, the railway admiaistra- 
tion has invited the best artists to do murals for railway stations, as 
for example, rhe mural painted by the artist Lanceray at the Kazan 
Stadon in Moscow. The Red Army, too, is a regular purchaser of 
art. Every five years it distributes tfemwdow orders for thousands 
of works of art depicting the history and the p&e d t e n e  of 
ohe Red Army. There is not a single imponant scarion on the Moscow 
subway in whi& statuary, f-, ceramic+, or other forms of artistic 
decoration have not been used. Ceramic artists are also being em- 
ploye$ in connection with the new baths being construned in Mowow, 
and today every factory has its enuance decorated in some way. I t  is 
likewise worth noting that during the past two years, the private 
acquisition of arcistic objects to adorn workers' homes has very notice- 
ably i w d .  However, the Evemment itself, either through the 
Council of People's Commissars or thtou h the Cornmissark for 
Education, is ahe chief customer for all art f jets, 
In d.lis far from complete enumeration, there is one thing that is 
~~y strikia-e great variety of places w h a  use artistic adom- 
meor. This is the best proof of the facr that art in the USSR is be 
coming m integral part of life. As it has begun to be more closely 
woven into all Soviet undertakings, the a p e  of and h e  demand for 
it is growing wider and wider. Thus our arc is mtering into our social 
life and thereby becoming the art of the people in the mest sense. 
The traditional barrier between cultural expression and the details of 
ordinary exisrene is fast disapprhg- This proms is accompanied 
by great amtion to the artistic creation of objem in daily use. Same 
of the hest Sodet mists are working in the &le famries, in the 
making of agridnual and industrial postern, in the designing of W- 
ture and household objects, and in the decoration of new srores. 
There exists for the handhg of this grat quantity of orders a co- 
opexative organization which acts as agent, k q s  trade of customersp 
~qukements, and makes contacts with the artists. I t  is known as the 
f i s t s '  Cooperative (VSEKOKHUDOZHNIK) and has many brandes 
throughout the country. This mperauve has three functions: first, 
the receiving and distributing of co&ions; second, the manufac- 
m e  ad &stribdon of artists' materiais; and third, the arrangement 
of public exhibitions. The Amsts' G o p a t i v e  is a large organization 
with a turnover of from twmtg-five to rhirty million rubles a yew. 
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During my visit to the United States I was m ~ t l y  questioned 
about how Soviet artisw are paid. Usually the question took this f6m: 
In the Swiet Union do aII artists receive a s a l q ?  This, of course, is 
not the case. The Soviet Union is interested in providing its d o  
with the opportunities to develop their creative life f d y  and to work 
intensively toward the mastery of theit talents. To transform this h- 
ing creative prwess into perfunctory employment, into mere perform- 
ance of official duty, what codd be more stupid than that! Such an 
idea could be entertained only by those persons who are inclined to 
represent Socialism as a regimented and joyless barrh1ike way of 
Me, and not as a harmoniously organized social milieu, designed to 
allow full freedom to individuality. It is precisely a fder  Lfe which 
our cowtry is seeking and toward which the Five-Year Plans are di- 
read., although these plans, to be sute, n d t a e e d  for a time a certain 
restraint and a certain collective seIfdeaial. 
In the USSR the artists do not receive salaries, nor is the creative 
work of the artist allowed to be converted into mere goods, subject to 
all the caprices of the "market." The Soviet system of payment to 
artists is arranged so that while providing the meaxls of existence, it 
at the same time assists in the w'idening of the artist's horizon, in in- 
creasing his contacts with the broad and varied aspects of life in his 
country today, in raising the ashetic quality of bis work, and especially 
in helping to establish favorable c i r ~ ~ n c e s  for the development of 
his creative individuality. 
The payment of &sts taka three ferns. The h t  form is thu of 
travelling m ~ i o m  (Ao71przdit.ovkj). Under this system the or- 
ganizations in charge of artistic matre-the PeopIe's Commissariat 
for Education, the Artists' Union, the Artists' Co-operative, and other 
organhation-provide funds for this -purpose. These commissions 
make it possible for the artist to travel over h e  whole county selecting 
h e  placa most appropriate to his individual talents, The artist is 
free to h s e  his own subject matter in whatever part of the muntrg 
he has been mdssioned to visit. Thus m i s t s  have gone to the 
Caspian Sea, to rhe Crimea, to rhe Caucasus, to the high Pa&, to 
the coal basins, to the new industrial projects, to the collective and 
state farms, to S i k h ,  and even to the republics of Central Asia. 
On such commissions the artist receives his travelling and living 
expenses wherever he goes. He is not required to produce hnished pic- 
tures as a result of rhe trip, only studies and sketch for future dwd~p 
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ment in whatever medium he chooses. In other words, all rhat is 
asked of the artist is tangible proof that he has actively applied himself 
in rhe place to whidr he bas been mt and has not given himeif up 
wldy to contemplation If finished pictures are oxdered on the basis 
of sketches presented, the A t  receives full price for them irrespective 
of the money spent on the trip. The sketch= he has produced remain 
his propay. At.rists of all ages, from the oldest to the youngest, are 
sent on such trips. Speual. boards consisting of reprcsmmtives from 
such organkmions as the People's Commissariat for Education, the 
Artists' Union, the Artisrs' Cooperative, judge the resulting sketches, 
A second method of payment is by general mfttxact to the Artists' 
Cooperative. By this means individual mists receive definite sums 
of money in the come of the year and may produce anything which 
appeals to them as being worthwbde. Again the artist is confined to 
no parridar subject. He merely agrees to turn over ro the Arriscs' 
Mperative one or two of his works produced during the year, the 
number depending on their size and importance. All other work p m  
duced duriog this period the artist is free to sell himself. In this, too, 
the eopaative helps bim. 
It may be readily seen that both of these forms of pa- relieve 
the artist of the burden of anxiety h u t  f m m d  matters and a d y  
serve to liberate his creative abilities. I£ we add to this the orders for 
the decorarion of factories and public buiidings, and the special 
rkcmdirowki from the People's Commissariats for Transport, Agri- 
culture, etc., &en the picture of the artise's active partiupation in the 
life of the country becomes clear. In such activities lie the guarantee 
for the health, strength, md courage of his crative work. 
The third form of papeat is the conventional one of commissioning 
a given artist for a s@c piece of work. In ahis case a minimum rate 
is esfablished by the uade union. Abwe this minimum payment prices 
are the &air of the contc~cting parries. It is hardly necessary to add 
that much paiming and sculpture is producd by the artists and sculptors 
entirely on their own initiative and is soid through voIu11tary agree- 
ments with various organizations and individuals, especia1ly through 
the regular art exhibitions. 
ART EDUCATION 
In view of the wide dissemination of the pictorial arts throughout 
tbe USSR, great attention is being given to art education. Here are 
applied in full the principles which form the foundation of the d o l e  
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Education in the art schooIs is entirely without msz to the students, 
as is ail other education in the USSR. Furthermore, throughout the 
whole period of their studies, the students in the art technicurns (he 
middle schools) and the higher d o o l s  (the hstitures and academies), 
if theu families have not su&cienr means, receive their entire support 
from the state so that they may devote themselves wholly to theif 
studies. Students receive monthly stipends, s place to live, food in 
sp&l restaurants, and whatever else is necessary to the development 
of their creative taleat. 
The Iength of the c o u m  of study is four yeus in the 
four to five years in the institute, and six years in the academies. In 
addition to this there is a preparatory course of three years mnneaed 
with the Academy of Arts and a course of four years connected with 
the Institute for Advanced Training (the bight  course). The most 
diverse specialties may be pursued in the technicu~s ucb as, pedagogy, 
painting, book designing and iUusuathg, staging of mass holidays 
and dub activities, theatrical designing, archimre. The Academy 
has depammts of painting and graphic art, sculpture, architecture, 
and st number of laboratories fox rhe d i e d  arts. The Moscow Institute 
of Pictorial Ans has &airs of painting, graphic art, book d i n g ,  and 
posters. 
Art schools are scattered throughout the country. In the R S F W  
alone there are some thirty state art institutions, not including the popu- 
lar a m a m  arr circles, and a number of studios which are under the 
management of various social organhtioas. The All-Union Central 
Council of Trade Unions is the center for one network of amatevr art 
3. ltussian Socialkt F e d d  Spviet Republic--the iPtgest of rbc s m ~ a  
r o m p o ~  the USSlt 
4. See Appendir 2. 
mepaorg. hd-er, in order that the students may receive a mutant 
flood of fresh i m p r ~ ~  and be d d y  in touch witb the life of the 
cclaatty, in order tbat they may feel and undernand the dynamic pulse 
of socialist c m w d o n  and become not merely one-sided, academic 
but citizen-artists, the students each year, as pact of their uak- 
iag, are sent on "production racrice" a11 over the country, ro cities P and to faaories, to collective arms, to h e  national districts, to the oil 
fi.tIds, to the far n o d ,  and to the extreme south. 
EXHIBITIONS AND GALLERlES 
Art exhibitions are constantly being held in the cities and travelling 
exhibits lure sent to rural areas. In 1932, on the fifteenth anniversary 
of the Omber Revolution, two very large exhibitions were held: 
"Fifteen Years of Soviet Art" and "Fifteen Years of Red Army Paint- 
ing." Graphic art, sculpture, book and magazine iUustrations, and 
posters were represented. There were over two thousand oil paintings, 
hundreds of pieces of sculpture, and several thousand examples d 
graphic art. 
In the three months during which rhese exhiiitions were on view 
over a million persons visited them, which is a startbg attendance for 
arr exhibitions. All of Soviet smiery and the entire Soviet press gave 
them anenrion. Excursions from factories and shops visited 
them y. The mists whose works were on view kept in constant 
contact with the visitors and explained their pictures. Artisrs who had 
won for r h ~ v e s  the title "Honored Artist of the Republic" made 
reports about their work using the examples hanging on the walk of 
the galleries for illustration. The audience was encouraged to ask 
questions and enter into discussions of artistic problems. Certain of 
the speeches made by the various artists were broadcast, both directly 
from the exhibition rooms and from rbe radio studios. The workers' 
ress sat its representatives to the exhibitions and wrote about them 
for its widely distributed shop papers. Specid dimusions mere 
arranged fox the r resentatives of the Dynamo plant, the Kalinin 
factory, Elebw3'6: and others. The &bidom also amused tre- 
mendous herest among the foreign workers in the USSR, for whom 
two special examions wtxe arranged. In addition to the general 
public, d t s ,  students, writers, and poets from the whole Soviet 
Union visited h e  galleries singly and itl groups. 
The popularity of these displays indicates the p e r d  interest in 
dm1 achiwement in the Soviet Union and shows that great love 
for the beautiful and stimulating image does not dimhi& before tbe 
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importance of economic constructioa On the contrary, ir is nowished 
by this and, in nun, contributes to the development of the mature cia- 
zen, whose need for the fulfdhent of the aesthetic and the emotional 
is never impaired by mental ot physical labor. The ancient superjicial 
concept of the apparent dualism between spirit and matter has no 
plaa in the expmimce of our people. Action with us is not a dhg 
apart from feeling; day--day life is not removed from aesthetic matr 
ters; &q ate a part of one mother* 
The attention attracted by &ese two &&itions is mentioned as an 
example of the important piace occupied by art in the life of the coun- 
txy. Other displays of smaller mpe are arranged in the Sovier Union 
every year. (Incidentally, there was recently on view in Moscow an 
exhibition of the work of theauicai ddgners, conmining some three 
thousand objects, occupying eighteen large rooms of the Historical 
Museum.) The Moscow plan for 1936 provides for some two hun- 
dred and 6fy dibiaons of the following types: one-man shows; 
thematic exhibits, as for a m p l e ,  pictures fox childten, pictures on 
special subjects such as sport, or construction; and special &its 
of wood mming and ceramics, In addition to such exhibitions shown 
in the regular halls, many are held directly in the factories and shops 
and in dub buildings. Thus the attist come into direcr contact with 
tbe &ief s p a t o r  to whom he is addrdng W - r h e  worker. 
Meetings of artists, art critics, and theoreticians c o m d y  take p h e  
in be workers' dubs. Out of these discussions, in which both the 
her-spcmmrs  and the specialists take part, is born a popular aiti- 
dsm to which the utmost attention must be paid 
sY exhibitions are also held in the various state museums. ]in the rqakov Gallery recently &ere were displays of Russian landsape 
painting and of the works of such well-known painters of the past as 
Ivatlov and Perov. In 1935 the memorable &&ition of Persian art 
was hdd in the Museum of O r i d  Culture in mmectiou with the 
M i l l 4  Celebration of Firdusi, the peat Persian poet. A showing 
of portraits by old masters was held at the md of 1934 in the Fine 
Arrs Museum. Xn the Museum of Modem Westem Painting here 
are from time to time d i n  of the work of mntetnporary am'sta. 
Tbese example5 serve to indicate rhe extfunely diverse character of . 
the &'bitions as well as the fact that d q  are by no means confined 
- to merely Sovia-produced art. The growing coatam with foreign 
countries should be especially emphasized. Ddng the p t  two yews 
the work of ardsts from Poland, Lamia, F&d, China, and oshet 
mutritx have been shown in Moscow. Likewise &ere have been 
,!%. " - ' F  
aons of various rrspeccs of Soviet art in the United Statq5 France, 
land, Gecbo~Imkia, Poland, and swerai other countries. 
gwaal management of all such exhibitions is under the jurk 
of the People's Commissariat for Education. The a m 1  or- 
on of them is primarily in the hands of the Artists' Co-operarive. 
I Jhd nor ananpr to describe the work of tbe museums in derail 
b u d e  this requires separate and mended treatment. Here it is only 
important to point out hat  in the USSR the m u m  is by no means 
simply a repository for d a d  things. Soviet museums enter direcrly 
into contemporary artistic and scientific life, presenting their marerials 
so that they will add ro man's knowledge and aesthetic apprwiarion, 
thus beipiag the workers of our country to realize the "aitical mastery 
- of the whole culnual inheritance of the human race." L a i n  believed 
that there could be no building of Mialism without the conscious 
study of all the pasr conquest of human culture. Our museums help 
in critical study, as opposed to slavish imitation, by instilling an atti- 
tude of profoundest respect for the best artistic achievements of ail 
centuries and all peoples. The beauty of the pasr must be used to help 
create still greater b u t y  in the future, but it must be used in such a 
way that the dead does not drag down the living. This policy was 
excmpfified in the historical research connected with the recent anni- 
versary celebrations in honor of Goethe, Hegel, and Firdusi. For 
several years pasr, intensive preparations have been under way for the 
Pushkin Centenary.' The classics in all fields of arr are finding new 




5. Tbe American public has had the opponuniy of becoming ac uainted wirh Soviet art on 
w m e r m  occssiow. In 1924, and again in 1929, here were htt% at Grad h u a l  Pdm, 
N m  York exhibitions of painring, d p t u r e ,  and graphic m, tht lam exhibition being 
-@ ly Amtors Since 1929 the Gmegie Institure has regularly induded Soviet 
prunttng in tu mnud txhrbit~ons. h 1933 gramc art was shown in Philadelphia, Chicago, 
Sm Francism, and ohm dtk. The k t  exhibition of Soviet an seen in the l d h g  
c musemis in a country-wide tow from c w r  to c o s t  opened at the Pennsylvania Mu- of 
& Pbiiadelphi~ Dwember, 1934. This d i t h  was organized by the h r i c a n  Russian 
Instirute. Philadelphia, in cooperation with the ~~ Muam, the ColIege Art 
Man, d the Mos~ow Society for Cdtural Rclatioas with Foreign Count& {VOKS), 
6. TIE Pushkin G n r m q  wilt occur Januarq 29, 1937. 
I 
7. Sine  this anide WPS wriutn, the netffesr development &eming all art institutions is 
rbc decision, Jmwrp 17, 1936, d the Council of People's CMnmissam to csmblish an 
All-Unioa Gmmittcc on Aft MBirs. The derrec d s  in part as follm: 
In lint with the mising of the NLtural lcvd of thc workers and with the ned for a 
k t c t  ful6Ilmenr of the requirensuats of the pmple in the m h  of srt and in line with 
the nad for unifying the direction of the developent of an in the USSR, the G n t d  
Plcnarp C;nmmittee and the Council of People's Ganmissars of the USSR d w e c :  
1. TO f m  an AU-Union Cwnmitree on Act Atfaitd to be d e d  m Cound of 
Pooplc's W s m  d the USSR. 
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ART OF THE MINOR NATIONALITIES OF THE 
SOVIET UNION f . ,  ':I
The Soviet Union is made up of many peoples. (There are 182 
Metent nationalities within its borders.) Through the ages, was . ;  I 
of plunder and of excessive cruelty waged in Eastem Europe and 
Central Asia reduced to subjugation peoples of such rllch d d  pasts 
as the Uzbeks, Tadzhiks, Turcomans, Kirghize, Buryats, and Mon- 
golians. Tsarist oppression was dm most &eaive ia wiping out rhe 
ancient cuIture of the Ukrainians, Georgians, White Russians,B PoIes, 
Jews, Armenians, and others. Not until the October Revofurhn of 
1917 did aII the nationalities of the former Russian Empire receive red 
liberation. The dwelopmmr of the Soviet policy regarding the na- 
tional minorities which allows for the "panding of cultures, "national 
in form, but sodalist in inntent," affords opportunity to dl peoples of 
the country to retain their traditional dtura l  patteras and at the same 
time stimulates their parricipa~on in genera1 socialist construction. 
Tbc sensitive, arerehetic {ualiria of the minor nationa1itia of tbe 
Soviet Union, which in the past went cb idy  into omentation and 
handicraft work are now finding expression in hished works of art. 
For example, an exhibit of Uzbek art was recently held in Moscow brg 
the Uzbekistan Artists' Unioa. To the great pleasure of the public 
this exhibition compared favorably with ather &bits held in our 
capital. However, it had its own manoet, its own style, its own specific 
composition built inro a plan most easily described as "realistic decora- 
rivism." It must be membered that nineteen years ago the Uzbeks 
were not producing aintitlgs at all because they were forbidden by 
religious laws to ma&= pirmrrr of man (considered as the image of 
God). 
2. To invest in this All-Union Committee on An Affairs the authorirg m dl arc matters 
witb mnml over themre and odher spectaror enterprises, cinema organidom, m & ~  graphic 
arts, sculpture and other institutions of art, and over those Edacatioaal institutions which 
have as their aim the prepmion of Eadra of warken in rhe theatre. the dnema, music, aod 
rht graphic ans. 
3. To order tbc People's Commissariats of Edumtion of the v&s republics of the 
Union and oahtr iastitutioas baving under their aegis the rn-ent of art &airs to 
d e r  within a moath to the All-Union M t t t t  on Arf Aff& d those institutiom 
dared m in prvapph f tDgcthcr with the materials and haodd funds alIoned m those 
iastitutions for 1936. 
4. TO indude the control ovu the film d pbw iadusrrp in the dutits d the 
All-Union Cornmime on Art M a i m .  
5. To cseablish a m a 1  d rep~cscnratives fmn h e  Unions and the Autonomous 
Republics which is to be under rhe supcrvisioa of tbc prepidmt of rhe All-Union Commimc 
w An M a k .  
8. P q I c  iahabitittg the now kam as the White ~~ -st Swia 
Republic. 
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The foregoing i n d i m  the uemmdous scope of the creative efFort 
of the artists of the Soviet Union, md so in part answers the question 
as tu the m m r  of creative M o m  and of dweIopment of artistic in- 
dividuality in the USSR The great variety of style and conmt of the 
new Soviet art as exemplified at h e  "Fifteen Year Fixhibition" indi- 
eat- dearly the wide range of artistic individualities hding e x p m  
sion in the Soviet Union. This, in our opinion, is the natural result of 
increasing the material independence of the artist and of bringing him 
dosc m the multitudinous activities of the building of a new society. 
But this increased creative freedom is true also in a higher sense. 
Spinoza, in one of his treatises, said that if a stone thrown into the 
air possessed the ability to &ink, it would be convinced that it fell 
hack to earth only because it willed to do so, and it would never occur 
to the stone that it was compelled to fall back by the iron law of 
gravity. This example of Spinoza's is an excellent illustration of the 
-existence of free will and of causal determinism. Every genuine 
self-respecting creative individual, not actuated by mercenary motives, 
feels himself to be master of his own wiil. In any country, under any 
&I system, the artist, when nor undet direce pressure of material 
need, takes brush in hand in order to express uuly whatever he feels 
and perceives-whateva stimulate a creative response in him. 
But the mist, even when materially independent, does not live in a 
vacuum. Like other peo le, he is first of all a social being; he lives in 
society; his interests are lo und to it by ties of friendship, family, mm- 
radeship, and the dependence of his economic and social existence on 
tbe rise or fall of that society. To the extent that society is nor homo- 
geneous, but divided into dasses, and the c h e s  in turn are divided 
into many Merent groups, narurally the artist ~ o o  is swept into the 
orbit of the errpexience and interests of one or another of these dasses 
and groups; and the interests of his dass diaate tbe direaion of his 
arc, dictate it in a thousand quite ordinary ways. In this sense the 
artist is nor objectively free. Naive and primitive indeed wouId be 
the person who would insist, "Say one or the oher-the artist is either 
free or not free." Our answer can ody be, "Both one and he orher- 
subjectively free and objectively not free." This contradiction resuIts 
in a psy&ologid conflict in the individual artist. In periods of transi- 
tion, when a &ss is in process of self-assertion and of organic growth, 
ehis contradiction becomes less marked although it nwer quite dis- 
appears in a dsss &etyetg Examples of such eras include Greece, in 
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m a d  half of the sevenmath century. 
where it is necessary to make critical, historical distinctions. 
hg for communist principles is, in the hd analysis, fighting for its own 
liquidatioh as a class. The consciousness of this means in itself a new 
point of view and a new and freer attitude to art and life. It m m s  com- 
ing to grips with life and mastering it (armed with a full understanding 
of natural laws and the development of human institutions and CIS 
R y d s k y ,  S. Gmimov,  and Y&nson The ywng Soviet artists axe 
travelling widely difFemt r d .  Side by side with the ideological 
picture, one finds Damre studies, nudes, and st i l l  life. But dthough 
they may use Mermt media, the overwhelming majoriy of our artists 
work with the rest of the people toward one @-the building of 
new life. This is becoming apparent in every painting, @ v q  piece of 
sculpture, and every mural. 
I t  is entirely natuca1 that in the Soviet Union s I importance 
should be attributed m a type of pi- which is, oathetic or 
emotional dm, able to lift historical or modem social subjects to a 
high lwd of generalization. In our coutlvy pictures are considered 
not merely a means of reflecting the world but of interpreting the 
world and thus dming society. The artist himself interprets the 
world through his paintings and helps those who view them to com- 
prehend it. A painting or piece of sculpture is not only a vehicle of 
aesthetic pleasure, but it also teaches and directs t b d h g  and the 
emotions. Herein lies the explanadon of the snuggle taking place in 
our corntry to achieve a type of painting which is of high aestheric 
quality, enriched by broad and deep philosophical content and social 
analysis. 
The 1934 showing of Soviet art in the Pennsylvania Museum in 
Philadelphia called forth such remarks as: "Here is tremendous and 
varied freedom of expression," "Here it is easy to breathe." And So- 
viet art does express the free atmosphere of a counerg fuLI of enthu4i- 
asm for work, a country of mdicalIy &angkg human psychology, 
a counuy lighting for a new y p e  of human king who will be free 
from economic pressure and from the distinction betwen mental and 
physical labr--the integrated human being of the fume ,who will 
receive from society according to his need and give according to his 
ability. 
HOW THE ARTISTS' CO-OPERATIVE FUNCTIONS 
I N comection with the statement in the foregoing artide by Mr. Beskin regarding the functions of the Artists' Cooperative, it is of interest to quote some further details and figures on the acrivities of 
the Co-operative. The foilowing no- are taken from an article by K. 
Kravchenko entitled "Life and Work of Soviet Artists," which was 
published in the VOKS Bulletin, "Painting, Sculpture, and Graphic 
Art in the USSR," fox October, 1934. 
The Cooperative has sixteen branches in the USSR and 4,000 mem- 
bers in the RSFSR alone. Its chief branches are in Moscow arid 
Laingrad. 
When the Cooperative was founded in 1929, it received a loan of 
15,000 rubla fxom the Central Communal Bank, and by 1930 it had 
a turnover of 980,000 rubles. In 1931 its turnover was 5,000,000 
rubles, in 1932 11,000,000 rubles, in 1933 14,000,000 rubles, and in 
1934 approximately 18,000,000 rubles. 
In the Moscow Cooperative, which is taken as an example since it 
is typical of the others, the membership includes 800 painters, 200 
sculptors, 370 graphic artists, and 251 industrial artists. The Co- 
operative I M S  its own factories which produce artists' supplies, and it 
also sponsors enterprises where certain artists are given constant work. 
These include a decorative art shop, a textile designing shop, a model- 
ing shop, a children's toy shop, a rnarbIe section, an enamel cloisonn6 
section, and others. The Artists' Unbns of Palekh, Mstera, and 
F e d o h ,  famous for their lacquer work, are also af5liad with the 
Artists' Co-operarive. There are some five hundred artists working 
in these shops in Moscow alone. The artists so engaged have a norind 
working day of six hours and receive from 300 to 500 rubles a month. 
As to travelling commissions given m artists in order to enable them 
m visit new m n s d o n  projem or collective farms, to join expedi- 
tions to remote parts of the country or wherever the artist may wish, 
these tours may last from one and a half to three months and in some 
cases much Ionger. The &t receives a monthly remunmation 
of 600 rubles plus travelling expeases, aad is supplied with the nects- 
s a q  materials at nominal prices. In 1934, 400 artists were mt 
on su& commissions, and P sum of over 300,000 rubles was assigned 
for this purpose by the Council of People's Coanmissars, &e Artists' 
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&nunissariat for Trans- 
sion, which buys mainly for museums, institutes for the study of vari- 
ous regions, palace of culture, workers' clubs, sanatoria, rest homes, 
and s i m k  organizations. In 1933 the Attiscs' &-operative sold 463 
paintings by 264 artists for the sum of 220,800 ruble?-an average of 
478 rubles apiece. The Cooperative also frequently gim special 
orders to artists. In 1934, 900,000 nzbles were assigned for this pur- 
pose. In addition to its own orders it distributes all orders whi& are 
commhioned from the larger shops, factories, and organizations. Thus 
the D o n a  Coal Basin gave a large order for paintings on 'The New 
M a s , "  and the All-Union Cenaal Coud of Trade Unions ordered 
r hrge gmup of p e t ,  paintings, and graphic albums depicting "The 
Trade Unions in the Building of Socialism." 
During 1932 and 1933 commissions totaling over 1,000,OO rubles 
t 
were disrn'buted among the artists for the exhibition of "Fifteen Years 
of ehe 'Red Amy." A group of mural dmtators headed by AIeksandr 
Depneka painted a large series of panels to adorn the new factory 
kitchens. The new chemical plant at BeEezniki bought JI the works 
paimed by Lekbt while he was there on his two travelling commissions 
in 1930-31, for which he received 20,000 rubles. Six panels made by 
a group of artists cunsisting of Savirsky, A. Gerasimov, Kotov, Grekov, 
, and Shukhmin were bought for the schools of the Al-Union Central Ex- 
e v e  M t m  for 36,000 rubles. These are only a fm examples 
of the numerous fidds of activiry opening up to So* artists and the 
'I 
remuneration they receive. In order to attract young sculptors, orders 
were given out for various models on s@c themes. When an 
P artist is in need of funds for the compldon +of a large work, the h 
operative helps with a loan, which may be paid back in work or in 
k kauments. 
In 1934 the Artists* Cooperative commend the construction of 
rm imporrant p l a  occupying about thirty acres of land where all of 
its mmprk wiI1 be concmtrated. It includes a shop for monumenta1 
dpture ,  a modeling shop, a shop for scul tu rd  reproduction, a glass 
pavilion, numerous individd studios, an !I extensive gardens. The 
Artists' &operative also armges exhibitions dealing with sm 
subjects and containing the work of both individual mists and p u p .  
These am &own in the large cities and in traveling exhibits thmu& 
out the w w .  
Prim received for individual, paintings, generally speaking, mnge 
as follows: from 300 to 14000 dies for od paintings, from 150 m 
300 rubles for water colors; sculptural work may bring up to 30,000 
rubles. Any srtist who wishes may become a member of he 
operatives. The admission fee is ten rubles. The dues are graduated, 
depending on the artist's income. Apart from those dealing through 
the Artists' Co-opemtive there are a number of other organizations 
which buy d i m l y  from the artists, among tbem the Tretyakov Gallery, 
the Museum of Fine Arts, the Russian Museum in L d ~ g r a d ,  the 
Museum of ahe Revolution, and others. Many artists wok as Uus- 
trams and book designers for the various publishing houses such as 
the State P u b W g  House d Fine Literantre and tbe Ademia Pub- 
lishing House. In addition, there is the lux;- a sp&l Art Publish- 
ing Company which issues p e r i d d s ,  monographs on individual 
artists, and reproductions. Tbere are also wide oppormaities far 
Soviet mists in the fieid of tbeauid decoration. 
In the Artists* h p e r a t i v e  apartment house in Moscow them are 
apartmats and studios on every floor--both individual studios and 
large studios for group projm, There are play ms, rest rooms, 
a large cenbal maurmt, and a kindergarm. There is also a mech- 
anized laundry, a hdw shop, baths, a dub room, a solarium, and a 
library for the adults. The house is surrounded by lawns where there 
are tennis and volley ball cams. This apamnent house n a W y  
taka care of only a d section of the artist population in M m w ,  
but despite the mwded living conditions in that city the artist is 
everywhere matled by law to a separate studio. Plans are under way 
for the mmructiw of an artists' settlement where houses especially 
suited to the needs of artists will be built, and where all the faciIities 
needed to cary on heir work will be available. 
AMATEUR ARTISTS IN THE SOVIET UNION 
(From an article by N. Chetyrkin in "Pahin& ScuIprure and 
Graphic Art in the USSR+" V o ~ s  Bdecin, Oa., 1934.) 
The importam assumed in the d s t k  life of the Soviet Union $ the 
&dopmt of amatwr group of workers and passuu is indicated 
in the fo11owing summary of the Chetgrkin article, 
Xn the summer of 1933 there was an exhibition of painting by 
w o r k e r ~ t s  in Moscow. There were pictures of city streets and of 
m m m ~  projms; pimtres of the women of Uzbekistan meeting 
in the fields at comn picking time, deciding to &row d3 forever the 
veils d m  have hidden their faces for centuries; pictures of harvesting 
on co11ective farms-pictures full of color and xhythm and force, 
w d c  in technique, sometimes mdefy drawn, but vibrating, stirririg 
catlvasa nevertheless. The artists were plumbers, metal workers, 
carpenters, physicd culture teachers, mechanics, shoe factory workers, 
and workers from other industries. Many of the artists represented 
were shock troop workers and had received premiums for excelling 
in their jobs. Most of them were workers who rook an active part: 
in the social as well as productive activities of their factories, a d  who 
st i l l  found time to spend in the various arc "circles" that are a part of 
weq factory and institution in the Soviet Union. 
There are tau of thousands of thee worker-artists ia, the USSR 
In tbe WFSR done there ace over five hundred art d c s  in the v d -  
ous workers' dubs, and many hundred more outside of the clubs. 
Even more numerous are the small workw-artist groups in the shops 
and factories, in the "Red Comers" of various institutions. There are 
also many art groups working on wall newspapers, printed papers, 
and in reading moms and libraries. In Moww there are rwo large 
worker-artist studios and over thirty s p e d  art d a ,  besides the 
numerous ones connected wieb individual factories. The various art 
magazines and some of tbe principal newspapers receive many con- 
mibutions from the worker-artists, which ftepuendy axe pxinted. At 
the end of 1933 the Peasants' Gazette organized a drawing contest 
for the artists among their village correspondents. Many of the con- 
tributions were crude efforts by persons who had never More used s 
pencil, but m y  others were exceptionally succwful ia heir pd 
ideas, pamating in their interpretation, exmted with skill, and in 
m e  cases with dent. Tbe best of them were published in an album 
by Pbt Peasants' Gazette. 
The W b e r  Revolution, the Civil War, he conmuah of indusmhI 
Iants, collective agriculture, socialist competitiorq the work oE shock 
Lip&, cmnomic and dtural  mmmmio11 in the national teput>b 
the emandparion of women, the elimination of illiteracy, the strukgle 
for a new cultural d e  of life, Soviet sport-uch are the sdqects 
wbicb are popular among these amateur Soviet atdsts. Along with 
the merit emphasis on awcational aaivities and relaxation, grater 
amdon than previously has been paid to the more joyous aspects of 
life, The result is pictures of people at play as well as people at wurk 
A great ded of the work of the amateur artists has a p r a d  
plicatioh They work on newspapers, decorate their own dubs, 2 
pm, and work on stage settings for dub performances and mass 
celebratioas. The b e  pptq of the May Day and N o d  
Seventh celebrations is vivid evidence of ahe part played by h 
Wosk-miSt in sucb events. 
It would be &cult to over-mimace the role which the worker- 
tist movemeat, young and unformed though it is, is playing in bring- 
g m the front great numbers of talented people, in creating a new 
telligenda from among the workers These amam artists do not 
h themselves merely to contemporary =events. Thq are pm 
~mdiy interested in the culture of the past, which is being c a d d y  
zserved for them. They are frequent visitors to the galleries and 
weums; they realize they have much to learn from the old mastas 
d from professional artists. 
For the most talented the way is o for further training a d  P" f e s i o d  d. The work of these actory artists is watched care 
I &, nnd it nor dnquendy happens that n w o k  with natural 
mkic ability gives up his job and is sent by his t d e  union ro art 
school, where educational and Living expenses are taken care of by rhe 
state. The important problem which concerns Soviet art teachers in 
the case of these worker-aaists is to fmd a way to tach them mamy 
of amistic rrchnique without spoiling the fdncsa ,  vigor, and origkd- 
iq of a p p d  which is in part due to thdr very lack of training nad 
I m &eir closeness m rhe living scam, events, and people which fonn 
the content of theit w o k  
BIBLrOGRAPHY OF ma ART 
'Iht appended bibliography of Soviet art does n~ lay daim to co 
-ever, it da. rim m pr-r s List of mrent titles hat a n  
p e  helpful to those inrerested in pursuing the subject. Most of the items 
cited are m English, a few in F m d ,  some in Geman, and two in Italian. In 
order of importance as well as of timeliness, &st place m w  h accorded the 
co i d y  Umed md auefdy documented monogtaph enticled "'An in the 
u& " written by various prominent Soviet authorities and tdited by C. G. 
Holme. A pioneer work, more rcstriaed in scope but similar in p h  and of 
equal si@an% is " ' U h  D b r d f  et Industriel de IWRSS," prepred in 
comcuion with the 7?2 ition Intermtionale des Arts Decoratifs held in Paris in 1925. FUJI of the hand fermenc of early artistic strug& in tbt Sovier 
Union is Konstaatin Umaaskij's "Neue Kuast in Russland, 1914-1919." Louis 
Lnzowid~ cantriburn n valuable brdure  which he terms coastrvatively, 'Mod- 
ern Russian Art." In g m d ,  the k c  source of information is days to be 
fwnd in Pbe writings of the Soviet aitia tfiemsdva. S u h  publications as 
*Tom IUustrated Almana~" various numbers of the "Soviet Cultural Review," 
and the "Moscow Daily News" contain a dof invaluable misceIheous ma- 
rerial. And, W y ,  for those who t a d  Russian, the current bi-monthly ill- 
periodical, "Iskussrvo" (Art), edited by Mr. Beskin, and '%dm" (CCC- 
adve Arc), a -hat mote popuk illusmid periodical publidon, have no 
rivals at the pr~scnt time. 
C. B. 
BOOIS AND CATALOGUE5 ON SOVIIX ART 
L'ART DECORATE ET INDUSTRIEL DE L'URSS. Edition du Gmid de la 
-on de I'URSS i t'hps~tion I ~ t d w a t e  des Arcs Dkoifs,  Mamn- 
Paris, 1925. 94 pp. Ihmti~~l~ and p k  
ART IN THE U.S.S.R Hdited by C. G. H h e ,  Srudio PubIicdcioas Inc., Londm 
d New Ymk, 1935. I38 pp. I U d  with color piam and engravings 
ART OF SOVIET RUSSIA. M c i a l  W o g u e  of the ExhMtioa held under the 
joint auspices of the Peansyhania Mumm of Arc and the Am&- Russian 
Insdrute, 1934-35-36 
k d u d o n  and d o g r t e  by Christian Brinton 
Foreword by Fish Khball, Director of the Puansylvania Museum of Arr 
.cover design by V q l  Kaqm 
Ammian Russian Institute, W e l p h i a ,  1935. 4 pp. 18 illumi01ls 
CART POPUMIR3 D M  L'UNION DES RBPUBLIQUES SOCIALIS 
TIQUES SOWEIIQQUES. Dr. Selle 8r Co., Berlin, 1924. 24 pp. lnduding 
ihmtions and colored plares 
ART BUSS3 MOD-. Preface by And& Salmon, Lavile, Paris, 1928. 
93 pp. Illumad 
Barois, A l 8 h d r  Niku with and S. R. E m ,  OSTROUMOWA-LBBEDE- 
WA. !h t~e r l ag ,  M2 u, 1927. 88 pp. l h t m d  
XIV B ~ D  mosmom INTERNAPONALE D'ARTB m u  I aTTA Dl VENEZIA, M-V. Padiglime dell' U.R.S.S. (Oaiam "a ubbliche Swimiste So&) mion to the d o p e  d the Sovie Art Section by Both T- (Soviet arc exhibitions have taken place in Venice b iemdy on the  ma^ years sins 1924. For more recent data eansult Dltxent ado-) 
Bhton ,  Ckri~ridn, THE FACE OF SOVIET ART: An Aesthetic S y d d s ,  
Frontispiece by d I. Krawhah, M a n  Russian hchfe, Pbiladtfpbh, 
1934. 24 pp. 4 illustrations 
mucA,noN AND ART IN SOVIET R U S S ~  in r h ~  fit OE offidas ~)#ren 
- d D o c u m e n t a , F o r e w ~ r d b ~ ~ ~  
The Sadah Publidam Saciery, New York, 1919. 64 pp. 
Sectim LLI. Art in Soviet Russk p. 4-64  
ERSI'E RUSSIXHE KUNSTAUSSTELLWG. Galerie Van Diemen & Co., 
Berlin, L922. Vorwort von D. Stermkg, I. A. des V- fiir 
Kunst und W i d t  
Veclag: Znternatidt ht.beimMfe, Ulntw den Linden, 11, Beth, 1922, 
31 pp. 45 plates. 
3XHIBITION OF C O ~ ~ Y  ART OP SOVIET RUSSIA, Pain* 
Gm ' Sculpture, Foreword and d o g u t  by Chrisrim Brimon, h m d u a h  bP%* 
Cwer design in rwo colors by AIeksandr Deyneka 
Spmored by Amtorg Trading C o ~ w r ,  Grand Central Palaa, Nc l~  
Yo&, 1929. 64 pp, 45 il- 
~ ~ E # I ,  Jos8pb; fo~b#d K&&; L0rri.r hzowick, VOICES OF m B m  
Art and ljterscurt in &vie RWS~L Vanguard Press, 'New York, 1930. XI, 
317 pp. I f l w  
amp'er v. Soviet Painting and Arcbit-Lmk lnzowick 
Soviet Paintin6Pn%Rm~utionary Grwps-chc F u n u i M d v -  
ism - A m  -Art Scbmls - Museums - &a A r c h i m .  
p ~ .  265-292 
Crigoriew, Bok, RASSEJA, Mh Binf i ihden Aufsiitztn vorr Osltar Bk, P a d  
Badan, AImander Benois, und Boris Grigorim md 79 Wicdcr 
dm Originden des Malers. Mder  & Co. Verhg, Fowb;  S. ron V* 
Pm*-Bah, 1922. 142 pp, 
P- 
- Lgbgdev, Vkditnir, RUSSIAN PMCARlX, 1917-1922. M c e  of the Eusdm 
Tdegmph Agency, RWA ; All-Russian Cmtd Exmake &mmim Peters- 
burg, 1923. 24 reproductions in full color with desaiptive @om 
Lmmwid, Louis, MODERN RUSSIAN ABT. of Modem kt, NCW 
York M&C h n p ,  Inc,, 1921, 60 pp. Including phes 
Nebbh, Ugo, IA XVI ESPOSIWONE INTEBMMKONAU D'mm m- 
E I A ,  MCMXXVIII. Con Quamoceato Illwrazhd Coperth di Muh 
V c b i  Marchi Luigi A h i  & C,, Milano-bxq 1928. 238 pp. l i b  
d. Russian Seaion--pp. 71-77. 
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-G, AND GUWTC ART W THB U.S.S.L Vom 
nhnmeii NOS, 9-10 
~ e c U ~ S a c i e t y f o c ~ ~ ~ n s w i t b F o t E i g n ~ ~ ,  
-, 1934. 155 pp. Ihstm?ed 
TWB RUSSIAN l9WlBITlON, Fmeword by Uukh Brhtoq Inaoducriosl 
d d o p e  by Ipr Gab, -or of tbe Nariod T q h v  Way, 
m e t  Drsign in mIor by Sergey m o n i a  
l k o d o n s  b y h  O W - W ~ W L  
4 h d  hd mace, New York, 1924. 96 pp. 38 i l lumahs 
SOMET RUSSXAN AKT AWD HANDIcRAErT EXHIBITION* Ammtg 
Trading -ration, Grand Cewal. Pa&, New Yo&, 1929. 16 pp. 19 
inwmtiodls m full mlor md bIa& and white 
Ummsiij, Kan-, NEUE -ST IN RUSSLAND, 1914-1929 I 
V-re von Dr. *Id Zahn 
GWV Kephener VerIas, Potdam; Hans Gah Verlag Wdea, 1320, 
Y 9zpp. 54 ~wparions 
I 
THE VIRGIN SOIL OF SOvrXrr ART, an Exhibition by -pomy h s s h  
W c  Mi, Catalogue by Christian Brinmn 
Sped by rhc Americ%n Russian Wtllte, Modem Galleries, Pbilo- 
dtlphC I933 ' 
PERIUDZW, MAGAZINE, AND NEWSPAPER ARTICLES 
A~movieb, D., LA PEINTURE CONTEMPOMINE EN RUSSIE 
Revne Mmdial~  Paris, June 15, 1929. pp. 404-410 
h e s ,  lW b V., A RED REVOLUTION IN FASHIONS (mile  designs) 4 N m  ork H d d  Tribune, June 26,1932. Iliwmd 
Bo a w o v ,  S., SOVIET ART MOVES AHBAX): The C q p s  of Workers In 
in of h e  ~ U S S R  
Mef him,  M-W* F e b v - M  1932, pp. 53-55 
W o n l  Cbriiti~tt~ ALEBANDfl DEYWEKA 
kt AUhe B d d q  Philadelphia, February 1935 
h a p ,  Walt#, SOVIET ART WORKS FERVID BUT CRUDE: 2500 P&t- 
jngsElrhibitedinMoxmvRefkCourseIlfCountrg 
New Yak Tuns, New Yo& Jdy 2,1933 
*J, Ahm, NOTRB sclmmmE 
L'Art Vliyant, Paris, Apd 1934. pp. 151-152. I h s m e d  
H k o t ,  EicsdI A MOSCOU 
UArt V i m ,  Paris, A p d  1934, pp. 139-144+ ~ ~ c d  
H#y e h i ,  US MUSES EN U.RS.S. 
%kt Vivant, h i s ,  April 1934. pp  14-150. I L l d  
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- N m  York T I  Nim Yotk December 23, 1934. U l d  
Kowkrrrtin~w. K., ~~ Y3ARS OF SOVIET =C ART: The An- 
niv- Exhibition in M m m  
Soviet Cultwe Review, MoscowI J m q  1934 pp. 51-58 
Lrcrgd, I@&, FOR DECORATIVE ART SEE RUSSIA SAYS ARTI!jT 
New York World-TtIeg~am, November 24, 1934 
*tffyLk. VmS THII "FWl%lN YEARS OF THE RHD ARMY" ART EXHI- 
BrnON 
hviet Rmiew, Mwow, S e p t A r  1433, pp. 18-20 
Ndejwa, Lydk, RUSSIAN EXHIBIT IN PHILADELPHIA AROUSES JN- 
TERBT: Former Editor of Art D q m m a  of N m  Yorlr W a n  Daily 
Writes of Her Impr&ns of F i  Soviet Show 
The Art News, New Yark Jmoarg 5, 1935. pp. 1 md 6 
%odnf, Ivan. ART UNDW TliE SOVK'T RULE 
Iaremational Wo, New York, March 1923. p, 9. 12 iUusm&m 
Psr~oc~, B., ART FOR THE MASSES: Innp&ions at the Mweow Art Mibitio~ 
Sovia Culture Review, MOSCOW, &pt& 1933. p. 27-30 
l%w+ Wiego, IHB 8EVOLUTI:ONARY SPIRIT IN MODERN ART 
M d m  w l y ,  NW YO&, 1932. d. 6, n ~ .  3$ pp. 51-57 
Rabwtr, M q  ~mtin, THE GREAT RUSSIA PUT ON CANVAS: Uwmtd 
by ehe W n g s  of Boris Anisfeld 
T O u h e I  Mew York, March 1919. pp. 386-392. TIhicratd 
R w o f ,  Ssr s, U SOVIETIQUE 
c&t PUS Aptit 1934 pp. 162-166. Nwtmred 
RUSSIA AND THE ARTIST: Change in OfEcbl Attitude: One Big Union 
ohmsI h d o n ,  M q  1, 1932 
S kw O l h  M., FUTURISTS AND OTHERS IN FAMISHED MOSCO= % &.a PM ~w &ers d bpresion ~d - 
Vanity Fak, New York, S e p r e n k  1919. pp. 54 sad 112 
Schmi#. TbgorCm, THE DEVELOPMENT OF FAINTiNG IM RUSSIA 
hmssus, New Yo& 1929. VoL 1, pp. 32-38 
STATE ART: or how to tell Alehdr  Aicksmdrovich D e p h  of KI& 
U h h h  from Thomas 13enroa of N-0, Mhmtui 
FQ-, New Y w ~  Mw& 1935. pp. 62-67. III- 
V # s k ~ h ~ ,  L. PQSTER AND CARTOON 
Swiff Culwe R*, MWXOW~ S e p t h  t933. Pp. 23-27 
Y o n  . i W p & t ~ ,  EVEN CONVICTS DRAW IN B U m -  XUlPT6R 
S A ~ :  Mma -vy Rcrrpls How ?he Mura ue Bmwged in & 
M e  Only G w m  Aiding &Talented h d a m  
N m  Y d  World-Telepm, June 19, 1933 
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